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Abstract
Librarians spend a lot of time and thought on the question "what to buy for the library?" to meet
the users’ needs as best as possible. But what happens once a book or a database or a journal
has made it onto the (virtual) shelf? How do users learn about new acquisitions or interesting
holdings?
In this talk we take a tour across collection-marketing activities by academic or research librar
ies, highlighting some successful examples and collecting ideas for reuse.
Method: We scouted the internet presence of all IATUL member libraries, taking into account
their websites and, if available, their web 2.0 / social media activities. We added findings from
literature and from recommendations by colleagues.
Results: Our data collection gives an overview of collection-marketing activities in academic
libraries all over the world. In our talk, we discuss the different types of activities, present some
examples that we consider interesting, and give insights into some experimental activities at
one of the authors’ libraries.
Limitations: We can only analyse the activities of those libraries that use a working language we
can understand, which rules out some libraries that don’t have, e.g., a version of their website in
English, German, French, or Scandinavian languages. Moreover, we only consider the perspec
tive and activities of the libraries—but not the perspective and expectations of their users. An
investigation asking whether they may have informational needs regarding collections that are
not yet met by libraries would be an interesting complement to our study.
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This document contains the speakers’ notes for the talk given at the 41h Annual IATUL
Conference 2021. The full paper will be published later this year.
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“Buy and hide” or “Show and tell”?
Librarians all over the world go through lists of new books, course reading lists, book reviews
and other sources, spending not only a lot of money, but also a lot of time choosing media for
their collections.
But once decisions have been made, that’s about it, in many cases: Often librarians do not do
much to promote new acquisitions – but they are sad when finding out that many of the media
they bought are not often used, classified as “Dead on Arrival” in the worst case.
“Why bother?” one could ask, claiming that students and faculty will come across the resources
they need–and if not, they do not need them. But as users don’t have the time or the possibili
ties to monitor new publications the way librarians do, making it easier for users to keep up with
new literature and to make interesting, unexpected discoveries can be a helpful service.

Traditional marketing of library collections
We all know the “classics” of collection marketing: new acquisitions shelves and lists on the
library’s website for freshly arrived media, or reading lists and exhibitions of books on a certain
topic for existing collections. But what if the shelves can only be seen by a small number of
library users coming into the building? How do you put ebooks on a “real-life shelf”? What if it
turns out that faculty have never heard of the online lists?
And perhaps nowadays there is more than these classic activities?
We wanted to know and set off on a little virtual expedition: How do libraries promote their col
lections? That is … if they do …
We followed two paths for finding examples for collection marketing: We analysed the websites
of the IATUL member libraries, and we scouted literature and random findings. The result is a
little “pool of ideas” that can be used for inspiration. We did not assess the activities according
to their “effectiveness”, though, as this is difficult to judge from the outside and may differ for
each library.
This talk has its origin in one of its speaker’s – that is: Viola’s – reflections on how to let stu
dents, graduates, and faculty of “my” subjects know about new media in our library. The second
part of our talk will therefore present some of the activities that have since been started.

IATUL members’ website survey
We went through 243 IATUL member websites and their social media activities looking for any
information regarding new acquisitions or featured collections. 13 sites could not be assessed
because they did not work or were only available in languages we do not have sufficient
knowledge of.
Of the 230 sites that could be assessed, about 2/3 offer some information about new additions
or other items of the collections, while 1/3 do not give this kind of information.
Of the 159 libraries that do, 45 invite their users on the start page or the catalogue homepage to
take a look at their new acquisitions. The other libraries mention information about new or note
worthy media in places like subpages about the collections or in LibGuides.
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New acquisitions lists can be found in 65 libraries. About half of these are generated automati
cally, for example via a search in the library’s catalogue. Some are presented in PDF files,
which sometimes are outdated by several months.
11 libraries mention new or recommended media in news blogs; 9 use social media like Facebook and Twitter. Most of these posts are relatively sporadic.

For reasons of time, we’ll leave it at this overview. Let’s move on to some examples of different
activities. We’ll have to limit ourselves here as well; more examples can be found in the paper
we plan to publish later in the year.

Examples from IATUL-Libraries
Let’s start with new acquisitions lists.
We assume that today nobody wants to – or has the time to – put together these lists by hand.
While “manual” solutions are still out there, there is a more up-to-date solution: lists generated
weekly or monthly or as “living” lists via queries in the catalogue or discovery system filtered
down to the newest additions. An example for this can be found at the CERN Library.

https://catalogue.library.cern/search?q=&f=doctype%3ABOOK&f=medium%3AE‐
BOOK&l=grid&order=desc&p=1&s=15&sort=created
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As physicists are usually not that interested in books about French grammar and Romance
Studies scholars won’t usually be looking for publications about quantum physics, it might be a
good idea to offer subject-specific lists, as does the Tshwane University of Technology Library.

https://tkplib01.tut.ac.za/ftlist/

At the library of the Free University of Bolzano, you can filter the list of new books or ebooks for
the faculty library they are located in, the language, or the publication year.

https://www.unibz.it/en/services/library/new‐books/#report===new‐print‐books

Ideally these lists can be subscribed to via RSS or by an email alerting service, like at the librar
ies of Massey or Sabancı University.
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https://www.massey.ac.nz/~wwwlib/find‐information/new‐titles_home.php

https://www.sabanciuniv.edu/bm/en/research‐guide/alerting‐services

“At the other end of the line”, it is also a good idea to inform users about resources that “have to
leave”, like journal or database cancellations.
An example for this can be found at the “Arrivals and departures” page of the library in Adelaide.

https://www.adelaide.edu.au/library/collections/arrivals‐departures
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Now, let’s have a look at where to put information about new media on a library’s website.
While it is quite “inviting” to direct users from the homepage to this information, space is limited,
and many services are competing for a spot here. Some libraries have found a good solution,
nevertheless, like the Otago Library with its small “New items” link under the search box.

https://www.otago.ac.nz/library/

Cover images, perhaps presented in a carousel, may be a good way to promote the service
while also “livening up” the homepage, like at the library of the Islamic University of Technology
in Gazipur.

https://library.iutoic‐dhaka.edu/

Book covers showcased in carousels or virtual book shelves can give a nice “look and feel” on
“new books” pages, as can be seen at Curtin University, where you can even choose between
different visualisations.
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https://bookshelf.library.curtin.edu.au/newbooks

Another good place to inform users about new media may be the catalogue homepage: As
many users bookmark the catalogue for quick reference, they might visit it more often than the
library homepage.
An example can be found at the University of Porto library, which has different lists for new en
tries: “today”, “last 15 days”, and “last month”.

https://catalogo.up.pt/F/?con_lng=eng

Other “logical” spots for linking to this kind of information are the “collections” and the “tips for
your literature search” pages. Macquarie University Library has a “new titles” section at the top
of their collections page.
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https://www.mq.edu.au/about/campus‐services‐and‐facilities/library/collections

Under the label “Current awareness”, information about new media fits in well on sites about
services for researchers, like in the LibGuide "Staying Current: keeping up-to-date" of the Mel
bourne library.

https://unimelb.libguides.com/c.php?g=936537&p=6773225

Talking of LibGuides: They are useful to inform students or researchers on a subject-specific
level. The subject librarians can recommend media and integrate lists of new acquisitions for
the subject in question or promote new databases or databases currently on trial.
The library in Turku does this in the LibGuide for Education.
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https://utuguides.fi/education/newbooks

An alternative are special LibGuides for new resources and database trials, like the “New Books
List” Guide by the University of Western Cape library.

https://libguides.uwc.ac.za/newbookslist

LibGuides are often easier to edit than normal websites. There might be a danger of “getting
lost” in a multitude of guides, though: If a library runs dozens of guides, it should make sure
there are ways of sorting or filtering the guides lists.
There are more opportunities to place links to new acquisitions and similar information on a
library website. Some of these places are “well hidden”, making it rather unlikely that users will
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find them – it may even be that we classified a library as “giving no information” because we
could not find any part of the site mentioning it.
It also feels a bit weird that information about inter-library loans is much more prominent on
many websites than information about local collections!
Social media is a good way of communicating all sorts of information to different types of library
users: Content can easily be published, and it may “come closer” to the audience than via the
website. Some libraries have established long-running series for marketing collections like
“Maud's e-Resource of the Week” by McMaster University Library, Maud being the library’s
mascot eagle. With smartphones at hand, the library team can easily give new “insights” like
leafing through a new book, as the Belarusian National Technical University Library does in little
videos accompanying their new books tweets.

https://twitter.com/maclibraries/status/1395357230497730562
https://twitter.com/biblioteka/status/1388153138465677320

Non-IATUL examples
To finish our sample collection, we would like to show you three activities found at non-IATUL
libraries.
The Library of Göttingen University offers subject-specific new acquisitions lists. In many sub
jects, you can even choose subtopics that should, or should not, be included in the list.
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https://www.sub.uni‐goettingen.de/sub‐a‐z/schlagwort/tags/neuerwerbungen/
https://www.sub.uni‐goettingen.de/geisteswissenschaften‐und‐theologie/anglistik‐
amerikanistik/neuerwerbungen/

The website of Berkeley Library features a promotion for “Summer reading” recommendations in
a news box that directs the reader to the corresponding category in the library blog.

https://www.lib.berkeley.edu/

In June 2021, the library of the University of Applied Sciences in Hannover started a “journal of
the month” series on its blog.
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https://blog.bib.hs‐hannover.de/tag/zeitschriften‐tipp‐des‐monats/

So much for some examples we encountered on our excursion.
Now let’s have a look at Viola’s library.

Testing new activities at Münster Uni Library
The 2018 situation
When the first idea for this talk came up in 2018, Münster University Library was providing in
formation about new acquisitions or special collections through four channels:
ꞏ acquisitions lists on the website,
ꞏ acquisitions shelves in some faculty libraries,
ꞏ announcements of new databases in the central news,
ꞏ and temporary references to acquisitions on the LibGuides-like pages for my subjects from
linguistics and literature studies.
So this was a typical “web 1.0” situation, probably representative for many other libraries: Infor
mation could be delivered, but these channels had and have several downsides:
ꞏ Users can subscribe to new lists only by subscribing to the library newsletter or to the general
news RSS feed, not via a single feed dedicated to acquisitions, let alone a feed for only one
subject. There is also no email alert for these lists, which might be of interest as not many stu
dents and faculty use RSS.
ꞏ Physical shelves are interesting for regular visitors of these libraries but are less useful for
most other users.
ꞏ The library's online editorial team are the only ones filling the central news channel, not the
subject librarians, and the channel does not offer a comment function.
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ꞏ And finally: The references to new media on the LibGuides had to be taken down after a while
to prevent them from getting overloaded. There was no way for users to subscribe to these
pages. The publication of the next month’s posts had to be done “just in time”, as the web con
tent management system does not allow scheduling of page edits.

The new set-up since 2019
Being more and more dissatisfied with this situation, I thought about whether web 2.0 tools
might help.
An example could be found “close by”: Our medical library has been using a weblog for several
years, making it easier for more staff members to post news. Other libraries have also started
using blogs for general or special news, and more and more libraries are using social media as
an additional information channel.
So in 2019, we launched a weblog for the subject and liaison services of our library.
Based on WordPress, it lets subject librarians publish news regarding their subjects without
having to ask the online editorial team. The posts can be scheduled and prepared in advance.
They are categorized and tagged according to the subjects the information is relevant for and
according to formal criteria like “new acquisitions”, “from our collections”, “link tips”, etc.
Via RSS, readers can subscribe to the entire blog or to single categories or tags, they can regis
ter for an email alert, and they can leave comments.
RSS is also used to deliver blog posts to other websites: In my LibGuides there is a “news”
page for each subject with posts from the blog and from other sources. The feeds are set up
once; then the page is kept up-to-date automatically.
Via RSS, another channel can be filled: The Subject Services Twitter account set up in 2020
can automatically tweet the links to new posts using the service IFTTT. The Twitter account can
also be used to give link tips for teaching and research or to point out events at Münster Univer
sity.
Writing blog posts for my subjects takes about 45–60 minutes per month per subject, so about 7
hours per month. For each subject, there is one post per week. Tweets are written or retweeted
“on the fly” if an occasion occurs, e.g., when I go through my Twitter timeline.
The time required to care for these two channels is therefore within manageable limits. As blog
posts can be scheduled, their writing can be fitted freely into the to-do list.
This setup allows for an important prerequisite I had in mind: Write a blog post once, use it in
several different settings without any further “expense”.
In the first week of every month, there are posts promoting two new acquisitions per subject.
Colleagues in Pennsylvania found positive correlations between the promotion of books in their
LibGuides and the borrowing or downloads of these titles. Curious to see whether a similar cor
relation can be found in Münster, we took a look at the numbers for the books promoted in the
blog.
The usage data available for the ebooks had no sufficient coverage, so we limited our analysis
to the printed books. We compared the number of loans with the statistics of a) all other books
in the Münster collection published between 2018 and 2021 and b) the subset of all books allo
cated to Viola’s seven subjects published in the same period. Between the books mentioned in
the blog and all other books, there is no significant difference in the loans statistics. But be
tween the books mentioned in the blog and the other books for the same subjects, there is: The
featured books have been borrowed more often than the books not featured.
In addition to other possibly relevant factors like “books mentioned on course reading lists” or
“people who happen to be working on the same topics”, we attribute a part of this result to the
blog posts.
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Outlook
The current set-up works well and will be continued for the time being.
In March 2021 a new blog category was added: faculty recommend books or articles they con
sider fundamental for their teaching or research, inspiring for their career path, or otherwise
relevant. It might be interesting to see whether there will be a correlation with the usage of these
titles as well.
We will introduce a new library management and discovery system in mid-2022.It remains to be
seen what possibilities this may open up, for example for new acquisitions lists sorted by sub
ject and more easily to subscribe to.
Besides that I will, e.g., think about ways to inform about interesting new books published open
access or about titles in big ebook packages or from Evidence Based Acquisition projects.

What about your library?
As one of several new roles for academic librarians, Ronald Jantz defines the “marketing librari
an” as somebody who “matches client needs with the services and resources of the library”.
Jantz thinks that “the marketing librarian constitutes a new role” whose duties differ from the
marketing and outreach conducted by the library liaison, as she or he aims at legislators, prov
osts, and administrators as the main stakeholders.
But we think that the same role should be taken on with students and faculty as stakeholders:
Every subject or liaison librarian can become a subject marketing librarian!
For a project Karen Munro adopted the “rule of seven” marketing model: It assumes that “it
takes seven “touches” for a potential customer to accept a call to action”. As Munro and her
team cannot personally reach out to every library user seven times, they “decided to use at
least seven methods of promoting [a] survey, with the expectation that some users would en
counter the promotion multiple times”. As with many marketing activities, they could not directly
attribute the high number of responses to their survey to this method, but their "anecdotal expe
rience is that [these] efforts were at least partly to thank for”.
So, when you think about marketing try to find more than one way of reaching out to your differ
ent stakeholders, following a “multi-pronged” strategy like Munro.
The examples from our survey can hopefully give you some inspiration for this.
It might be interesting to enlarge this collection with examples from other academic and also
public libraries, which are often more active in “all things marketing”, to broaden the scope.
Moreover, we should also include the viewpoint of library users: A study asking whether they
may have informational needs regarding collections that are not yet met by libraries would be an
interesting complement.
Meanwhile, we encourage you to think about marketing your collections – they surely deserve it!
Thank you.
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